BILDERBERGER MAKES SHOCKING BREXIT CONFESSION: “MAY TAKE YEARS.” SEE PAGE 27.
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FAKE NEWS CNN
BUSTED AGAIN

THE INSIDE SCOOP

4
Why is mainstream media ignoring
most important part of phone call?
See page 4

• Whistleblower reveals anti-Trump infatuation
• CNN president caught on tape inventing news
By John Friend

CNN President Jeffrey Zucker and
multiple CNN employees have been
caught on tape by a whistleblower.
The audio captures Zucker demanding that his reporters slavishly
focus on bashing Trump.

P

roject Veritas, the nonprofit organization founded by investigative journalist James O’Keefe that
is dedicated to exposing
corruption, has once again exposed
the blatant anti-Trump, left-wing
political bias of yet another powerful player in American society: CNN,
one of the most influential and establishment-serving media outlets in
the nation.
In a recently released bombshell
video, O’Keefe interviews Cary
Poarch, a CNN insider who approached Project Veritas in an effort
to expose the media giant’s political
bias and anti-Trump agenda. Poarch
worked as a satellite uplink technician and contractor at CNN’s Washington, D.C. bureau and agreed to
wear a hidden camera “to expose the

JEFFREY ZUCKER

bias running rampant” at CNN. Project Veritas has a history of using
whistleblowers and insiders to ex-

pose corruption and bias at powerful organizations and institutions
operating in society, such as Google,
as this newspaper has reported in
previous editions.
The latest video released by Project Veritas includes clips of a conference call hosted by current CNN
President Jeffrey Zucker, who has a
“personal vendetta against Trump,”
according to one CNN employee
recorded by Poarch. The video also
features clips of various CNN employees, all of whom express frustration with the network’s antiTrump bias and obsessive fixation
on the president.
“Impeachment is the story,” Zucker emphatically stated during a recent morning conference call with
CNN senior management and executives. These calls largely set the
agenda and focus of the network.
“You know, I know we’re going to
feel a tendency to think we’re doing
too much, but this is the story.”
See WHISTLEBLOWER, page 30
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Evidence indicates President Obama
approved illegal spying on Trump.
See page 6
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New York Times admits government
approves stories before publication.
See page 8

25
Climate catastrophe fanatics stunned
as 500 scientists deny their claims.
See page 25

